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Date: 8th Feb 2021 

Previous Day’s Market:- 

Nifty index opened gap up and touched a milestone of 15000 marks. It remained consolidative for most part of the day 
with some stock specific profit booking during the day. The session closed with gains of around 30 points with its highest 
ever close and the week closed with a decent gains of around 10%. It formed a Small Bodied candle on daily scale but 
continues its higher highs - higher lows formation of the last five sessions 
 
Now, Nifty has to continue to hold above 14750 zones to continue its bullish momentum towards 15250 zones while 
support can be seen around 14600 and then 14500 zones 

 
Outlook & Global Trend:- 
 
Expect market to open on a positive note on account of global cues. The S&P 500 increased for a fifth straight day to a 
record high as a weak jobs report spurred optimism for a big Covid-19 relief package. Both Dow Jones and S&P 500 Index 
gained 0.4% each. The U.S. added half as many jobs as expected last month and December figures were revised lower, a 
U.S. government report showed Friday. The labor report comes after the Senate voted to adopt a budget blueprint for 
President Joe Biden’s $1.9 trillion virus relief package. US Dow Future is up 117 points or 0.3% and SGX Nifty gained 0.14% 
or 20 points. 
 
European stocks were mixed Friday as the region continues to battle the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic despite delays in 
vaccine rollout. UK Index declined 0.2% while the German DAX was barely changed. The French CAC 40 added 0.9%. The 
UK is planning to "rapidly develop" new COVID-19 vaccines with German pharmaceutical firm CureVac that will tackle new 
variants. 
 
Asian markets have begun the new trading week on a positive note amidst improving Covid-19 trends and comments from 
treasury secretary Janet Yellen, pushing for a stimulus bill. Japanese stocks gained (up 1.8%), with the Topix set for its 
highest close since 1991. Hong Kong, Taiwan and Australia Index gained half to one percent. 

 
India perspective:- 
 
Sentiments boosted after the FM announced growth oriented union budget along with impressive quarterly results and 
rally in the global market. FIIs were net buyers Rs1462cr while DIIs net sellers Rs1419cr on Friday. 

  
Events - Prime Minister Modi may reply to debate on President speech only in Rajya Sabha 
 

Major Results – Ab Fashion, Balkrishna Industries, BPCL, Godrej Consumers, EID Parry, Camlin Fine, M&M Forging, 
NMDC, Torrent Pharma and Sun TV 

 
 

BUY-  NTPC , SBI, Tata Motor,  Britannia, and Birla Corp 
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Stocks in News 
 

 Adani Enterprises - Adani Enterprises  has acquired an additional 23 per cent stake in Mumbai International  

Airport worth Rs 1,684.25 crore. – Positive 

 
 IRCTC: Online bus booking service went live on January 29. The company has tied-up with over 50,000 state road 

transport as well as private bus operators covering 22 states and three union territories. – Positive 

 

 Hindustan Aeronautics: The company along with Rolls-Royce have agreed to expand their partnership i India for 

collaboration to expanding their supply chain for both Civil and Defence Aerospace and establishing an authorised 

maintenance centre for Adour Mk871 engines to support Rolls-Royce's global customers. – Positive 

 
 BEML: Signed MoUs with 11 entities to explore and enhance the business in the defence and aerospace sector. – 

Positive 

 

 DLF: Delhi government decides to reduce circle rates of residential, commercial, industrial properties in Delhi by 

20% across all categories for the next six months. – Positive 

 

 CG Power: Board approves proposal for termination of GDP program and delisting of the GDRs, listed on the LSE, 

subject to compliance with applicable laws.- Avoid 

 

 Ashoka Buildcon: Bagged an order from NTPC Renewable Energy Ltd. worth Rs 503 crore for an EPC package of 

150 MW solar PV project in Rajasthan – Positive 

 

 Sanofi India: Board reviewed the proposed plan of the Sanofi Group to globally sell some of its old brands along 

with their trademarks including Soframycin and Sofradex – Positive 

 

 Mazagon Dock : Entered into four non-binding MoUs at the AERO India-2021 in Bangalore. – Positive 

 

 Maruti Suzuki India: Production in January down 10% to 1.6 lakh units from 1.79 lakh units. – positive 

 

 Godfrey Phillips: Income Tax Department searched the office premises of the company from February 3 to 

February 7, in connection with search carried out on a promoter of the company under Section 132 of the Income 

Tax Act, 1961 – Avoid 
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Disclosure/Disclaimer: VCap Money (P) Limited is a corporate entity engaging in various equity research, trading in equity and equity related products, advisory and other 
financial services. Our businesses also include stock broking, services rendered in connection with distribution of primary market issues and financial products like mutual 
funds and fixed deposits, depository services and Portfolio Management. VCap Money Limited also assist its clients in equity via MOSL (used for MotialOswal Financial Services 
Ltd, henceforth) as a depository participant with National Securities Depository Limited (NSDL) and Central Depository Services (India) Limited (CDSL). We are also to be 
registered as a Research Analyst under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations, 2014. We hereby declare that our activities were neither suspended nor we have defaulted with 
any stock exchange authority with whom we are registered in last five years. SEBI, Exchanges and Depositories have never issu ed advise/warning/deficiency letters/ or levied 
minor penalty on VCap Money for certain or any operational deviations. We have not been debarred from doing business by any Stock Exchange / SEBI or any other 
authorities; nor has our certificate of registration been cancelled by SEBI at any point of time. We offer our advisory services to clients as well as our prospects. This document 
is not for public distribution and has been furnished to you solely for your information and must not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. Persons into whose 
possession this document may come are required to observe these restrictions. This material is for the personal information of the authorized recipient, and we are not 
soliciting any action based upon it. This report is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer t o buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer 
or solicitation would be illegal. It is for the general information of clients of VCap Money Ltd. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the 
particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. We have reviewed the report, and in so far as it includes current or histor ical information, it 
is believed to be reliable though its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. Neither VCap Money Limited, nor any person connected with it, accepts any liability 
arising from the use of this document. The recipients of this material should rely on their own investigations and take their  own professional advice. Price and value of the 
investments referred to in this material may go up or down. Past performance is not a guide for future performance. Certain transactions -including those involving futures, 
options and other derivatives as well as non-investment grade securities - involve substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. Reports based on technical analysis 
centers on studying charts of a stock's price movement and trading volume, as opposed to focusing on a company's fundamentals and as such, may not match with a report on 
a company's fundamentals. Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this material only. While we endeavour to u pdate on a reasonable basis 
the information discussed in this material, there may be regulatory, compliance or other reasons that prevent us from doing so. Prospective investors and others are cautioned 
that any forward-looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Our proprietary trading and investment bu sinesses may make 
investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations expressed herein. VCap Money Limited has no independent equity research groups. It is a part of VCap 
Money. We and our affiliates/associates, officers, directors, and employees, Research Analyst(including relatives) worldwide may: (a) from time to time, have long or short 
positions in, and buy or sell the securities thereof, of company (ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transa ction involving such securities and earn brokerage 
or other compensation or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the subject company/company (ies) discussed herein or act as advisor or lender / borrower to 
such company (ies) or have other potential/material conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions at the time of publication of 
Research Report or at the time of public appearance. VCap Money Limited may have proprietary long/short position in the above mentioned scrip(s) and therefore may be 
considered as interested. The views provided herein are general in nature and does not consider risk appetite or investment objective of particular investor; readers are 
requested to take independent professional advice before investing. This should not be construed as invitation or solicitation to do business with VCap Money. We take our 
investment decisions independent of the PCG research and accordingly PMS may have positions contrary to the PCG research recommendation. We do not have any such 
deviation in location or team members. This note is just a recommended piece of our recommended stocks which we may or may not include in any of our future 
recommendations. VCap Money Limited does not provide any promise or assurance of favourable view for a particular industry or sector or business group in any manner. The 
investor is requested to take into consideration all the risk factors including their financial condition, suitability to risk return profile and take professional advice before 
investing. The analyst for this report certifies that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his or her personal views about the subject company or companies 
and its or their securities, and no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly related to specific recommendations or views expressed in this report. 
No part of this material may be duplicated in any form and/or redistributed without VCap Money' prior written consent. Detail s of Associates are available on vcapmoney.com. 
“Note that the research analysts contributing to the research report may not be registered/qualified as research analysts with FINRA; and 2. Such research analysts may not be 
associated persons of VCap Money or MoSL and therefore, may not be subject to NASD Rule 2711 restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances 
and trading securities held by a research analyst account. Any U.S. recipients of the research who wish to effect transaction s in any security covered by the report should do so 
with or through other members of which we do not recommend but can be any (Member FINRA/SIPC) and (ii) any transactions in the sec urities covered by the research by U.S. 
recipients must be effected only through incorporations of any Member FINRA/SIPC. VCap Money Limited and its affiliates may, to the extent permissible under applicable 
laws, have acted on or used this research to the extent that it relates to non US issuers, prior to or immediately following its publication. This material should not be construed 
as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. This research report and its respective 
contents do not constitute an offer or invitation to purchase or subscribe for any securities or solicitation of any investments or investment services. Accordingly, any 
brokerage and investment services including the products and services described are not available to or intended for Canadian persons or US persons.”  
Research Analyst has served as an officer, director or employee of subject company(ies): No  
We or our associates may have received compensation from the subject company(ies) in the past 12 months.  
We or our associates have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company(ies) in the past 12 months: No  
We or our associates may have received compensation for investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject company(ies) in the past 12 
months.  
We or our associates may have received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject 
company(ies) in the past 12 months.  
We or our associates may have received compensation or other benefits from the subject company(ies) or third party in connection with the research report.  
Our associates may have financial interest in the subject company(ies). Research Analyst or his/her relative's financial interest in some company(ies). Our associates may have 
actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company(ies) at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of Research Report. 
Research Analyst or his/her relatives has actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company(ies) at the end of the month immediately preceding the 
date of publication of Research Report: No.  
"A graph of daily closing prices of securities is available at:  
https://www.nseindia.com/ChartApp/install/charts/mainpage.jsp  
and http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/stock-quotes.  
(Choose a company from the list on the browser and select the "three years" icon in the price chart)." VCap Money Limited. Registered Office is at Ranchi Main Road, 
Jharkhand and is available at vcapmoney.com. Our research should not be considered as an advertisement or advice, professional or otherwise. The investor is requested to 
take into consideration all the risk factors including their financial condition, suitability to risk return profile and the like and take professional advice before investing. 
Investments in securities market are subject to market risks, read all the related documents carefully before investing. Derivatives are a sophisticated investment device. The 
investor is requested to take into consideration all the risk factors before actually trading in derivative contracts. . 

 


